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large amount data is however not a straightforward task
because the induced patterns are normally low accurate if the
input data are not well prepared or not in an appropriate form.
Numerous available learning algorithms and many data
preparation techniques supported by most data mining systems
are also a hindrance to users who are unfamiliar with the
knowledge discovery process.

Abstract—Advances in computer graphics and the humanmachine visual systems have made visualization become an important
tool in current data exploration and analysis tasks. Visual data mining
is the combination of visualization and data mining algorithms in
such a way that users can explore their data and extract the models in
an interactive way. Existing visual data mining tools allow users to
interactively control the three main steps of data mining: input data,
explore data distribution, and extract patterns or models from data. In
this paper, we propose a framework to extend these visually
controlled steps to the level of model deployment. We demonstrate in
this paper that both model induction and model deployment can be
done through the visual method using the KNIME and Win-Prolog
tools for knowledge acquisition and knowledge deployment,
respectively. Model deployment presented in this paper is the
utilization of induced data model as an inductive knowledge source
for the inductive expert system, which is the next generation of
knowledge base systems that integrate automatic learning ability in
their knowledge acquisition part.

We thus illustrate in this paper a natural way to do data
mining through visualization. We also propose a semiautomatic technique to transfer the data mining output to be a
knowledge base content in the inductive expert system.
The main characteristic of current expert systems is the
separation of a knowledge base that may be changed from one
application to another from the inference engine that still
remains the same across applications. The delay in the
development of many expert systems is due to the difficulty in
acquiring and eliciting knowledge from the human domain
experts [11], [20].

Keywords— Visual data mining, Inductive learning, Inductive
expert system, Visual logic program.

The concept of inductive expert system is thus been devised
to overcome such bottleneck by incorporating automatic
knowledge acquisition module in the system. According to this
new concept, knowledge can now be induced or learned in an
automatic way from archived databases that are normally
available in most organizations. In this paper, we propose an
architecture of the inductive expert system that includes the
knowledge mining engine part to automatically forming expert
rules from the stored data. The learned knowledge can be
visually transformed to be the knowledge base and
automatically encoded as inference rules of the inductive
expert system. We show in this paper that the processes of
knowledge mining and knowledge acquisition in the inductive
expert system can be done through the support of available
visual tools, namely the KNIME system [7] and the WinProlog [23].

I. INTRODUCTION

V

data mining is an automatic and intelligent data
analysis technique that utilizes visualization as a means to
communicate between user and the computer to explore data
and to extract hidden patterns from stored databases [33], [18].
The main benefit of visualization is that it allows easy
understanding for novice users and it is also natural to human
perception [15], [28], [36]. Recent trend in intelligent
manufacturing and other engineering fields [8], [13], [17], [32]
is to apply data mining techniques to automatically identify
patterns and causal relationships that are too obscure and
unobvious to be detected by human’s eyes.
ISUAL

Applying data mining technique to high dimensional and
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II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK
A. The Visual Data Mining Tools
Data mining is the search for useful patterns that normally
are difficult to be recognized by human’s eyes due to the large
amount of data items stored in the databases. Most algorithms
used in the data mining software construct a mathematical
model from the data instances for the purpose of describing
common patterns or predicting some unknown attribute values
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system in the sense that besides the knowledge base and the
inference engine, the system now includes the learning
component.

in the future cases. Model construction is a core step of data
mining process. To train the learning algorithm to construct an
accurate predictive model needs some parameter tuning, which
is absolutely not an easy task for casual users. Therefore,
modern data mining software provides some graphical
interfaces to help users in controlling the process [4], [10],
[21].

The research work presented in this paper takes the same
direction as most researchers in an attempt to automate
knowledge extraction and elicitation with machine learning
and data mining techniques. Our work, however, is different
from others in that not only proposing an architecture of the
learnable inductive expert system, but we also cover the
knowledge mining from existing databases, knowledge transfer
as a set of rules to be stored in the knowledge base, and
knowledge reasoning through a logic-based inference engine.
The process of knowledge mining and knowledge utilization
have been demonstrated through the adoption of existing
visual tools.

Visualization can be used in several stages of data mining:
data exploration, analysis, and knowledge representation. The
existing visual exploring and analytic tools [2], [3], [30] are
fast and effective enough for the interactive induction of
hidden knowledge. In this work, we adopt the KNIME visual
data mining system [7] for knowledge mining.
B. Expert System and Data Mining
Since the release of DENDRAL in the 1960s from the
Stanford Heuristic Programming Project [22] as the first
practical knowledge-driven program, expert systems have
enormously proliferated and been applied to all areas of
computer-based problem solving [34]. The inventors of
DENDRAL system have introduced the novel and important
concept of knowledge base separation in that the content of
knowledge could be added and refined independently from the
program module. This module is called the inference engine
responsible for interpreting and using the knowledge. The
loosely coupling of a knowledge base and an inference engine
is an influential concept to all successor rule-based expert
systems such as MYCIN [35], INTERNIST-1 [26], and many
others [14], [16].

III. BRIDGING MINING MODEL WITH THE KNOWLEDGE
ACQUISITION OF INDUCTIVE EXPERT SYSTEM
Knowledge mining [24], [25] is the discovery of hidden
knowledge stored possibly in various forms and places in large
data repositories. The whole process of knowledge mining
works around data, meta-data, and previously discovered
patterns. It can be conceptually shown as in Figure 1.
The initial step of knowledge mining focuses on setting the
mining goal which can be achieved through understanding the
task objectives and organization requirements. Problem
defining is important because it will guide activities in
subsequent steps to collect only relevant data, to do mining
with appropriate algorithm, and to keep only pertinent and
actionable knowledge.

Since the 1980s expert systems, also called knowledgebased systems, have shifted from the medical and scientific
application domains to various areas. In manufacturing,
mechanical analysis, and other engineering applications, rulebased expert systems are commonly applied to solve
optimization problems, diagnose equipment failures, plan
manufacturing scheduling, and other stages of the
manufacturing process [6].

The second step covers all activities necessary for preparing
high quality data suitable for mining algorithm. This data
preparation step includes collecting data from multiple
sources, transforming the data format, selecting data
representatives with minimum but sufficient attributes. Data
preparation is typically time consuming and likely to be
performed iteratively. Meta-data and background knowledge
are kinds of supportive information that can be applied in this
step.

The increasing popularity of rule-based expert systems is
due to the simplicity of the if-then rules that are easy to
comprehend by humans. Many expert system tools such as
Clips and Jess are available as a rule engine to facilitate rule
generation for a knowledge base. These tools help facilitating
the part of knowledge representation, but knowledge
acquisition and elicitation are still the labor-intensive tasks for
most knowledge engineers.
Modern expert system development process has thus moved
toward the automating methodology by applying intelligent
knowledge extraction techniques [12], [29]. Such intelligent
techniques can be acquired through the machine learning and
data mining technologies. There have been increasing numbers
of research work attempting to apply learning techniques to
automatically extract end elicit knowledge [1], [19], [27], [37].
These attempts have pushed the current expert system
technology to the next generation of an inductive expert
ISSN: 1998-4308

Fig. 1 The knowledge mining process
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The third step is knowledge mining which is the search and
extraction of interesting patterns (local generalized structures)
or models (global generalized structures) from data. Such
patterns and models are called knowledge. This step is the
backbone of the knowledge mining process.

The knowledge induction phase is comprised of three main
modules: pre-mining, mining, post-mining. The term mining
means automatic learning of patterns or models from specific
data. Pattern is an expression describing a subset of the data.
For example, f(x) = 3x2 + 3 is a pattern induced from a given
2-dimensional dataset {(0,3), (1,6), (2,15), (3,30), (4,51)},
whereas the term model refers to a function representing the
source that generates the data. For this example, the model is
f(x) = ax2 + b. In his paper we refer to both patterns and
models as new knowledge discovered from data sources.

The fourth step is for evaluating accuracy, significance, and
interestingness of the discovered knowledge based on some
threshold values. The accurate, significant, and interesting
knowledge is finally fed to the deployment step to be
actionable information for the organization, or it can even be
put back into the repositories to be background knowledge for
other knowledge mining tasks.

The pre-mining module performs data preparation tasks
such as
 locate and access relevant data sets,
 transform the data format,
 clean the data if there exists noise and missing values,
 reduce the data to a reasonable and sufficient size with
only relevant attributes.

We design (in Figure 2) an architecture of the inductive
expert system to include the knowledge engine facility.
Knowledge induction phase is the back-end of the system
responsible for acquiring and discovering new and useful
knowledge. Usefulness is to be validated at the final step by
human experts. Discovered knowledge is stored in the
knowledge base to be applied to solve new cases in knowledge
inferring phase which is the front-end of the proposed system.

The mining module performs mining tasks including
classification, regression, clustering, association, and other
learning task. The post-mining module is composed of two
main components: knowledge evaluator and knowledge
integrator. These components perform major functionalities
aiming at a feasible deployment of the discovered knowledge.
Knowledge evaluator involves evaluation, based on
corresponding measurement metrics, of the mining results.
Knowledge integrator examines the induced patterns to
remove redundant knowledge. Ontology has also been applied
at this step to provide essential semantics regarding the domain
problems.

IV. DEMONSTRATION AND RESULTS
A. Data Set
The purpose of this experimentation is to illustrate the
proposed automatic knowledge base creation method with real
data. We use a car evaluation data set [9], [38] obtain from the
UCI Machine Learning Repository [5]. In this data set, each
car is to be evaluated its acceptability level as either very good
(vgood), good, acceptable (acc), or unacceptable (unacc).
The car acceptability has been evaluated from the six
attributes: the buying price (buying), price of maintenance
(maint), number of doors (doors), capacity in terms of persons
to carry (persons), the size of luggage boot (lug_boot), and the
estimated safety of the car (safety). This data set has 1728 data
instances. Examples of data instances are shown in Table1.
This data set has been used in this paper as a training set for
constructing a conceptual model of car acceptability decision
based on the price and other technical characteristics. Class
distribution of each acceptability levels is as follows: unacc =
70.02%, acc = 22.22%, good = 3.99%, and v-good = 3.76%.
Fig. 2 Architecture of an inductive expert system
ISSN: 1998-4308
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Table 1. Some instances of a car evaluation data set
buying

maint

doors

persons

lug_

safety

class

boot

vhigh

vhigh

2

2

small

low

unacc

high

high

4

more

small

low

unacc

vhigh

med

2

4

big

high

acc

high

high

4

4

big

med

acc

med

low

4

more

small

high

good

med

low

4

4

big

high

vgood

B. Visual Data Mining and Its Result
The car evaluation data set has been mined with the visual
data mining tool named KNIME [7]. The visual data mining
process is illustrated in Figure 3, and the mining result as
decision tree is shown in Figure 4. The learning algorithm used
in this demonstration is the decision tree induction algorithm
[31] because of its efficiency. Moreover, the structure of the
induced tree is appropriate for generating reasoning and
explanation part in the expert system shell.
The steps graphically shown in Figure 3 are the process to
generate a decision tree model. The first step is to read the
input data; this can be done through the icon ‘File Reader’. We
then partition the input data into the training set and the test set
(through the ‘Partitioning’ icon). The model induction part is
accomplished through the use of ‘Decision Tree Learner’ icon.
The output of this process is the learned knowledge to be used
by the expert system shell. The ‘Decision Tree Predictor’ and
‘Scorer’ icons are used only for evaluating the accuracy of the
tree model. Evaluation result of the model accuracy is shown
in Figure 5.

Fig. 4 A decision tree model to classify acceptability of a car as
unacc/acc/vgood

C. Visual Knowledge Acquisition and Consultation
The induced knowledge as a decision tree is subsequently to
be transformed into a format of decision rules by the WinProlog visual tool [23]. The rule generation can be done
automatically. These rules are to be used by the inference
engine for giving recommendation to users. These rules are
also capable of giving explanation when requested by the
users.
The knowledge acquisition starts when the decision tree has
been built and output by the KNIME tool. The output from
KMINE (Figure 4) has to be manually transformed into a
format understandable by the Win-Prolog. The transformation
is however easy via the support of visualization tools. The
transformed rules are graphically shown in Figure 6. The
meaning of the two formats is the same; only graphical
representation is slightly different.

Fig. 3 Data mining process through the connection of visual icons in
KNIME system
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Fig. 5 Accuracy evaluation results of the induced decision tree model

Fig. 6 A decision tree model in a Win-Prolog format

Fig. 7 Steps to generate Prolog code from a given decision tree model
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To generate expert system shell for a specific decision tree
model, we run the Win-Prolog and use the command:

relation q_Question4( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question4' is _ and
check( 'Question4', =, vhigh ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

load_files(system(visirule)).

Then, click ‘File’ to open the saved ‘VisiRule Files’. In this
demonstration, our model (Figure 6) has been saved in a file
named ‘car_eval_rule2.vsr’. When the model appears, user can
right-click on the screen to choose ‘Show Code…’ and click
‘Run’ button on the ‘Generated code’ window. These steps are
graphically shown in Figure 7.
The Prolog code automatically generated from the visual
form of a decision tree model is as follows:

relation q_Question4( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question4' is _ and
check( 'Question4', =, med ) and
Conclusion = acc .
relation q_Question4( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question4' is _ and
check( 'Question4', =, low ) and
Conclusion = vgood .

relation 'START'( Conclusion ) if
q_Question1( Conclusion ) .

relation q_Question2( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question2' is _ and
check( 'Question2', =, vhigh ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

relation q_Question1( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question1' is _ and
check( 'Question1', =, high ) and
q_Question3( Conclusion ) .

relation q_Question2( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question2' is _ and
check( 'Question2', =, high ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

relation q_Question1( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question1' is _ and
check( 'Question1', =, low ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

relation q_Question2( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question2' is _ and
check( 'Question2', =, med ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

relation q_Question1( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question1' is _ and
check( 'Question1', =, med ) and
q_Question2( Conclusion ) .

relation q_Question2( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question2' is _ and
check( 'Question2', =, low ) and
Conclusion = acc .

relation q_Question3( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question3' is _ and
check( 'Question3', =, '<=2' ) and
q_Question5( Conclusion ) .

group group1
low, high, med .

do ensure_loaded( system(vrlib) ) .

question 'Question1'
'Safety?' ;
choose one of group1
because 'Safety scale' .

relation q_Question3( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question3' is _ and
check( 'Question3', =, '>2' ) and
q_Question4( Conclusion ) .

group group2
vhigh, high, med, low .

relation q_Question5( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question5' is _ and
check( 'Question5', =, vhigh ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

question 'Question4'
'Buying?' ;
choose one of group2
because 'Prize' .

relation q_Question5( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question5' is _ and
check( 'Question5', =, high ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

group group3
'<=2', '>2' .
question 'Question3'
'Person ?' ;
choose one of group3
because 'Num.person' .

relation q_Question5( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question5' is _ and
check( 'Question5', =, low ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

group group4
vhigh, high, low, med .

relation q_Question5( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question5' is _ and
check( 'Question5', =, med ) and
Conclusion = unacc .

question 'Question5'
'Buying ?' ;
choose one of group4
because 'Prize' .

relation q_Question4( Conclusion ) if
the answer to 'Question4' is _ and
check( 'Question4', =, high ) and
Conclusion = acc .
ISSN: 1998-4308
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choose one of group2
because 'Prize' .

The generated Prolog program acts as an inference engine
of the expert system. We test the recommendation given by the
system for two cases: unacceptable car and a very good car.
The unacceptable case (Figure 8) has been recommended after
asking for only one question. That is, for the low safety car, it
is unacceptable.
For the second case, we provide the system the following
information:
Safety = high
Number of persons that a car can carry > 2
Buying price = low
The recommendation given by the system is that the
acceptability level of this car is very good (shown in Figure 9).
As the inference engine is encoded in Prolog language that has
the inherent ability of backtracking, the system can also search
for other solutions if they exist (shown in Figure 10).

Fig. 8 The case of unacceptable car decision

Fig. 9 The case of a very good car decision
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Fig. 10 Screenshot asking user for alternative solutions
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From the experiments, we can observe that the generated
expert system shell contains both the rule based knowledge
and the inference ability. These rules are specific to the
knowledge model, which is a decision tree in this
demonstration. If the knowledge model has been changed, the
generated rules would be changed accordingly.
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V. CONCLUSION
Artificial intelligence, specifically expert systems, has
played an important role in solving complex engineering,
manufacturing, medicine, and many other problems for more
than four decades. Knowledge base and inference procedures
have been employed to solve the problems that require
significant human expertise and domain-specific knowledge.
The required knowledge has to be elicited by knowledge
engineers. It is a labor-intensive task, and thus a bottle neck in
building intelligent systems.
We propose to apply data mining technique as a major step
in a knowledge engine component of the inductive expert
system to assist the knowledge elicitation task. The proposed
technique is a novel method for automating knowledge
acquisition that help supporting manufacturing and other
intelligent systems. We demonstrate knowledge mining
through the visual tool called KNIME, which has many
visualization features to support users who are not an expert in
data mining.
Knowledge as a learned tree structure is then transformed by
another visual tool called Win-Prolog to generate a Prolog
program as a rule set that can be integrated into the knowledge
base. The demonstration given in this paper has proved
applicability and appropriateness for inferring and reasoning
from the knowledge base that can be automatically induced
from the stored database.
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